IN THE MATTER OF

Richard Townsend P.D.

LICENSE No. 14624

BEFORE THE MARYLAND
STATE BOARD OF
PHARMACY

ORDER TERMINATING PROBATION AND
REINSTATING PHARMACIST LICENSE

By an order dated October 1, 1999, The Maryland Board of Pharmacy (the
“Board”) found Richard Townsend (the “respondent”) guilty of violating Section 12-313
(2), (14) and (2) of the Pharmacy Act. The Board ordered that Respondent’s license to
practice pharmacy in the State of Maryland be suspended and that such suspension be
immediately stayed pending a two year probationary period, subject to conditions
elaborated in the Order.

Respondent has applied for reinstatement of his license to practice pharmacy in
Maryland without any condition or restriction. At its meeting of November 17, 2004, the
Board determined that the Respondent had met all of the conditions for his license to be
reinstated without restriction based on a review of the reports presented.

Findings of Fact

The Board finds that theRespondent has satisfactorily complied with all the
conditions imposed by its 1999 order.

Conclusions of Law

The Board concludes as a matter of law that it is appropriate to terminate
Respondent’s conditions on his license and to reinstate the pharmacist license without
any conditions or restrictions.
ORDER

By an affirmative vote of the Maryland Board of Pharmacy, it is hereby

ORDERED That effective as of the date of this order, the conditions imposed on

Respondent’s practice of pharmacy by the Board’s 1999 Order are TERMINATED and of no force and effect; and be it further

ORDERED that Respondent’s license to practice pharmacy in the State of Maryland be

REINSTATED WITHOUT ANY CONDITION OR RESTRICTION.

[Signature]
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Melvin N. Rubin
President